THE GENERAL COMMENTS
Before assembling it is necessary to know precisely the general model plan and all assembling
drawings. Each assembling drawing represents a group with all parts numeration which are
needed to its realization.
Its needed to keep the assembling order according to description of model building.
The parts marked with asterix (*) glue on the cardboard 0,5mm thick, notches and also fins and
beams of the wings placed on “soft” sheets, glue on the texture 1mm thick.
The parts marked P letter assemble as parts marked L letter. We apply the the rule to try fitting
parts “on dry”, two times, then glue.
When you glue hull, you have to pay attention on its symmetry. Thickness and length of the
wires fit and shapes (you should) make according to the pattern.
The parts marked …. polish up facilely with the shape.
The places, which are not blurred, the edges of the cutting, scratches, etc. paint with the properly
chosen color.
BUILDING DESCRIPTION
Model building we start from the hull's building. Central segment of the hull we glue with
pasted on the texture parts from 1 to 1k. Cut and polish using fine-grained sandpaper than glue
with each other in one part.
The part 1, 1a, 1h and 1k we glue blurred page into the middle of segment. In the act of gluing
between part 1b and 1d, not having glued put in “strip” made of texture, thickness as part 1c.
When we glued all parts, take off “strip” from the gap.

The notch from glued (together) parts 1i and 1j glue it into segment. Next to the segment cover 2
and 2a and also 2b. According to the assembling drawings 1, 2 and 8 then, into the inside of
segment we glue equipment of the cockpit by assembling drawings 3 and 3a. Successively
glued finished details and items made of parts: tools panel from A1 to A9, detail a10,
shuttlecocks from A11 to A17, tank A18 with additional parts from A19 to A22 glue in the
marked places in the cockpit. Next in the same order make: console from part A23 and A24,
ammunition box A24, pilot chairs from A28 to A33 and machine gun from part D5, D6, D8, D9,
D9a, D10, A26 and A27. Part A27 paste to the timber 1i segment. To the fastened part A27 we
glue machine gun, to the machine gun and to the ammunition box we paste part A26. Tape D8
glue to the D6 machinegun, and its second part its needed to introduce into the commission
glued from part A19 to A22. Into the inside of radio operation's cabin, glue successively
equipment made of parts: to the floor 1g part B1, desktop B2, radio B3 and radio B4, container
B5, mechanic's seat with parts B6, B6c and B10, radio operator's seat with parts B6, B6a, B7,
B7a, B7b, B8 and B9. Into the notch 1h install rotating seat of aircraft gunner with parts B6,
B6c and from B12 to B20 and wires X and XXIII, tread B11, container with commission from
A18 to A22a. Finishing equipment assembly glue ammunition box B21, fix B22 and B22a and
machine gun made of parts from D1 to D8.
Having assembly picture 2 glue upper piece of middle segment (enough complicated on
account of its shapes) parts from 5 to 5f, on which it is made, initially formed and glue
“edge to edge”. From the inside to parts 5, 5c,5d,5e and 5f (frames) glue windows made
according to the templates S1, S2, S3, S4 from stilted, but transparent foil. Now we glue the
inside following parts: from 5g to 5m and then form precisely according to the notches 1h,
1i and 1k, then formalize upper segment. Into the inside of segment glue cemented guideline
from parts 5n, 5o and 5p and reinforcing battens 5r. Finished upper and middle segments
glue in one part (whole) according to the assembling picture 2.
According to the assembling picture 1 glue front segment of the hull from parts 3 to 3f,4,4a.
Before gluing notch 3a into segment, you should (first) glue cemented recess from parts 3b with
glued pedals 3c and 3d to the notch.
The tail segment of hull glue from the pasted on the texture parts from 7 to 7f blurred page into
inside of the segment according to the assembling picture 4. To the inside glue successively
equipment: bomb suspension glued with parts from C1 to C5 with cemented bombs from E1 to
E6 and from F1 to F6 according to the assembling picture 5 and 5a. In the marked places glue:
radio C6 and C7, camera C9 and C10, separate boxes C8, parts of glued pavement made of parts
from C11 to C13 and handle from parts C20 to C23. Glue hanger with part C16 precisely “on
glue” convoluted in a roll. To the roll's ends, glue cemented items C17, C18a, C18b. On a glued
hanger establish a yoke C24, cemented with parts C24 with wire X. Attention: the yoke can't be
glued with the hanger. On the yoke's wire assemble machinegun, glued with parts from D1to
D6. The hanger with machinegun, glue to segment's walls according to the assembling picture 5
and 5a. Glue box C14 together with ammunition tape D7 in the following way: one end of the
glued tape for a length 8mm (not to glue/ don't glue) convolute in a roll (coil), second end lead by
the gap in the ammunition box and during the assembling, glue to D5 machinegun. According to
the assembling picture 4 glue upper item of the back segment of the hull with pasted on the
texture parts from 9 to 10j. To the part 9 glue part 9a, then to it glue box C15 with ammunition
tape D7 in the marked place . After finished assembling of the equipment glue cemented to
upper item of the segment hull. Glued grind precisely. On the side walls of the cemented
segment 7 and 7a draw lines according to the templates Z1 and Z2 and line of gluing

according to upper edge of templates. On the drawing lines (without glue line) glue stove
threads or fishing line 0,7, soft wire, etc. materials. All edges of the windows and door's gaps
retouch by the proper color. Glue the glazing gaps S6 and S7. Attention: In a combat version of
model not to glue glazing S7. Cut from paper 18 strips in a following size: 2x20mm and glue to
the upper notches of the hull according to the assembling picture 4. The upper shell made from
parts 11 form properly and glue to the notches and glue line of the segment's side walls. After
dried up the glue, by the ruler chop of by the scalpel all irregularities. The alignment place
retouch on all length. Glue the side walls of segment by the plating 8 and 8a. While you're
gluing, you should/during the gluing, its needed: lubricate the walls by the glue (long drying),
shells from not blurred side moisten (light) and fit starting from forehead the segment and line of
the upper plating longways tighten by the fingers and then glue. To the bottom of the segment
glue shell 7g according to the assembling picture 6. After glued the segment, the walls' and
bottom place contact grind and retouch proper color.
To the top of the segment glue cemented nest of the machinegun from parts 11a and 11b.
Finished segment glue with middle segment in one part. Half-open cover made of parts 64 to
64e, by the pin XXI assembly above the machinegun's nest according to the assembling picture
6.
Glue the under-hull nacelle from parts 12 to 12m pasted on the texture blurred page from the
middle. From the outside, stick glazing S8 and S9. The nacelle is consists of 3 elements: first
stick by the plating from parts 13 to 13c and to the inside glue the sight, cemented from 13e
to 13g and machinegun from D1toD6 fastened to part12h and 12i according to the
assembling picture 7; second stick by the plating from parts 14 to 14c; third ending stick
by the plating part 15. Finished first item of the nacelle glue to the hull's bottom by the
whole girt. Second- moving, glue frontally with the third. Connected, put together cemented
third element to the hull according to the assembling picture 7a.
Glue framework construction of the fin from parts 18 to 18k pasted on the texture, similar we
glue construction of the rudder from parts 20 to 20k and wires VIII. After glued, grind precisely
and cut of from parts 20a of the rudder line blurred parts for put together cemented hinges 20i
and20j with the wires VIII, by the parts 20k. Finished fin stick by the plating 19 and 19a, the
rudder plating 21.By the hinges, glue the rudder to the part 18d of the fin. Moisture surface of
the plating and tighten softly longwise the fin to form structure of the plating canvas fin and the
rudder. Follow alike after cemented the rudders and stabilizer of height, under-wings' covers
and ailerons. Finished fin glue to the hull. Framework's constructions of tail-plane perform from
parts 22 to 22m and stabilizer of height 24-24j; glue by the plating: 23 and 23a stabilizers, 25
and 25a helms of the weight, according to the assembly picture 9.
The hinges of the connection with the helms make in the following way: parts 23d gluing close
and roll on the wire VI, to the cemented “tube” with the wire stick on the contact with part 23c
and glue (okleiæ??) part23b. Then, when it's finished, glue it into “pocket” of the fin. After dried
up bring out wires from glued hinges and glue it permanently into rest of cemented tubes.
Finished, glue to the stabilizer of height from parts 25c into marked places, according to the
assembling picture 9a. Cemented “na gotowo” stabilizers with the wire XI glue to hull of the
model. The place of contact fin with hull, glue profiles 26, tail-planes profiles 27 and 27a
according to the assembling picture 9b. Knee, made of and cemented from parts 28 and wires
XIV put together to the fin and tail-planes. Lower knee made of part 29 and wires XIII and 29a
and wires XII assembly to the fin and the hull. Cover of the back ring cemented with parts 19b
and 19c (retouch the inside) stick to the hull and fin's bottom. Framework construction of the
patches glue from pasted on the texture parts 30 30t according to the assembly picture 10. After
glued, grind precisely fine sandpaper on slat for having smooth surface of the patches. In the
gaps of the rub edge of the patches, place by the plywood of the yoke according to the assembly
picture 10a.

Attention: part 34 must be longways slided. The yokes 35a form according to the parts 34a and
plywood glue under the patches' gaps. Form part 32 and glue it on all the length of yoke 30a and
30m and 30n. Alike we glue part 33 to part 30a, 30o and 30p. The construction of the flop stick
with pasted on the texture parts from 36 to 36g and parts 36h. The construction of the ailerons
from parts 37 to 37m and part 37n. Cut off blurred parts of the pasted parts 36h flops and 37n
ailerons cemented hinges made of parts 39, 39a and 39b and the hinges made of parts 40, 40a
and 40b connected with the wires VII gluing cemented it in the gaps of the flops and yokes.
During the hinges assembling keep distance 1mm of fop construction from surface of patch's
parts 32.
The flow edges of the patches must be coincided with flow edges of flops. Connected with the
patches, surfaces of the flops grind to the surfaces of the patches. Finished
construction, through taking out wires VII from the hinges disconnect.
Cemented elements of the hinges 38 with wires VII, (oklejki38a i 38b) glue to the aileron's
construction. Formed on the element 38 and cemented parts 33a i 33b, together with aileron's
construction place and paste into gaps of patches' construction. After dried up the glue and
grand, the aileron separate from patches' construction. Glue meanders into patches'
construction, made of parts 31 and 31a according to the assembling picture 10b. Properly with
the formed plantings 41, 41a, 42, 42b and cemented 41b and 41c stick the patches' construction.
Slots made of parts 45 to 45e gluing, form on the edges of the rub patches. In the cemented slots,
glue part 34a. Assembling slots to the patches of model, glue to the part 34. The flop
construction glue by the plating 43. Finished flops assembly to the patches connecting the
hinges by the wires VII. Connecting place of the hinges glue parts 40c. The aileron's
construction glue by the plating 44. Finished ailerons assembly to the patches, by the elements
of the hinges 38. Glue nacelle's construction of the engine with pasted on the texture parts 48 to
48d and 48e to 48h and ply 48m. Form the ply, flex “indent” and stick drop of the glue to the
patches' plating in the marked place. To the installed ply, glue construction and notch from 48i to
48l. Using the plies, installed constructions, glue by the plating made of parts 49 to 49f.
Cemented nacelles take off the plating (cut off by the scalpel, razor blade), and then glue the
inside by parts 50, 50a and 50 b according to the assembly picture 11. Loaded cemented nacelles
glue to the patches. Place the beams in the gaps of the middle segment, by gluing, assembly
wings' patches to the hull of the model. To the connecting place of wings with the hull glue parts
55, 55a and 55b also properly formed profiles from 55c to 55f according to the assembly picture
10c. Glue the engines' covers from parts 51 to 51g and notches 51h. The notches glue after
assembling it in the engines' covers. The hull of the engine glue from parts 52 to 52h on the pin,
after gluing- take off the pin. The cylinders of the engine glue with parts 53 to 53g, finished glue
to the hull. The endings of cemented tubes 53g before gluing to the part 53c, cut off or grind
slightly. Assembly the cemented ring from parts 53h and 53i to the tubes of cemented engine,
placing in the ring's gaps on the marked depth and from the outside glue according to the
assembling picture 12. In the engine's cover glue by the ring, finished engine and notch 51h. To
the engines' covers, in the marked places glue exhaust pipes, made of parts 54 to 54d. Finished
covers assembly to the front segment of the hull and engines' nacelles on the wings according to
the general model's plan. Glue the landing-gear from parts 56 to 56d and wires I and parts 56e,
56f and 56g in the after phase of assembling according to the assembly picture 13. On the
cemented legs make proper incisions. Finished assembly by the wires in the nacelles of the
chassis arch. Hunger of the chassis breaker glue in the one part from parts 57 to 57g and wires II
according to the assembling picture 13. The endings of the cemented elements of the hunger,
during the gluing cut properly. Finished hangers, by gluing assembly from leg and semicircle of
the chassis arch. The wheels make of texture disks, according to the templates 58 and 58a. After
glued, grind it according to the dimension and shapes on the picture.

Glue rims and place them loose on the axle, made of wire III. Finished wheels with bushes 56e,
by the axles assembly and glue parts 56f and 56 to the leg's chassis. The frame of the tail's wheel
glue with parts 59, closely roll on the pin XXI and stick by parts 59a and 59b. Finished, glue
successively by parts 59c, formed and cemented with each other parts 59e, 59f and 59g, and
from the bottom part 59d. The little wheel glue from texture disks, according to the templates
60, then grind to the dimension and shapes, according to the assembling picture 14. To the little
wheel glue part 60a, loose place on the axle made of wire IX and assembly in the frame by parts
60b. Wholly tail's wheel assembly “on glue” by pin XXI and part 60h in the gap of fin's
construction. Paste in the marked places, on the model, the torpedo suspensions, made of parts
62 to 62e. To the anchorages, glue cemented (from parts 63 to 63t) torpedo, according to the
assembling picture 16. Glue hubcaps with propeller's blades, made of parts 61 to 61g and pins
XXII according to the assembling picture 15. Finished pins assembly in the engines' gaps.
Folding upper cover of machinegun's position, place in the guidelines of middle segment of the
hull. Each separately formed and cemented segment, made of parts 6 to 6e, notches 6f, 6g and 6h
connect by the wires XVI, XVI and XVIII. Wires' endings of connected segments, gluing block
parts 6i and 6j according to the assembling picture 2. Installed on the model, cemented
elements and details, made of parts: antennas 65 and wires XV, 66 and wire XIX, pilot's tube 67,
67a, and wire V, lights 69, 70 and 71, element 72 and turbine of generator from parts 73 and 73e
and wire XXIV according to general plan of the model and assembling pictures, we finish
building the model.
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